2021 Summer Learning Opportunities for Students
Entering 1st through 8th Grade in Fall of 2021

Students may select one or more of the following:

**Exact Path - Identify proficiency gaps**

All students learn at their own pace, so it's important to know where each student stands on the path to mastery. Exact Path includes assessment-driven math, reading, and language arts instruction that is focused on understanding where your students are academically, identifying strengths and weaknesses for each student, and then employ targeted instruction to set students on a path toward success.

- Students will be most successful if they spend **20-30 minutes** in the program per subject, **per week**.
- Keep in mind that the Exact Path diagnostic for one subject typically takes students in 1st grade about **15–25 minutes** to complete and, for grades 2 and up, about **30–60 minutes**. Some students may need a little longer. Plan on allocating enough time so that students can complete the test **in one or two sittings**.
- This is not a set number of weeks and students may continue into the school year, if they choose.

**GRASP – Review progress**

The GRASP program is a nine-week program in reading and math review for grades K-7. The program helps students retain skills learned during the past school year and prevent summer learning loss.

- Students will be most successful if they spend **20-30 minutes each day per subject**.
- Students will complete **one lesson per week** and **return their completed work** to one of the education drop-off points.
- This is a **nine-week program**.

**On-Line Educational Support – Interaction with teacher and other students**

There will be two live Zoom sessions each week.

- One extended learning session for those entering 1-4, and one for those entering 5-8.
- One Q&A and general homework help for all students.
- There will also be one session for parent Q&A and tips.